
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2008 1:10 PM PT 

To: Devin Standard 
Cc: rest; Mossad; editor@shanghaidaily.com; Office of the Israeli Defense 

Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Tony "non-racial liberal" 

Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance Party- Republic of South Africa; 

Tefo Mohapi; Marinee.Payne@sduhsd.net; Roger W. Robinson - Former senior 

member of the National Security Council and Chairman & Vice Chairman U.S.-China 
Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior De Beers operative 

David Rockefellar - Chairman of J.P. Morgan-Chase Manhattan Bank; Edward Jay 

Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Evelyn Huang - DeBeers; 

editors@jpost.com; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; Author-

Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles 

Engelhard's estate; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel 
[DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Oprah; 

Geoffrey Rothwell; Richard Cummings; oreilly@foxnews.com; Rush Limbaugh; 

Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Molly H. 

Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - 

JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Mary Valder - Trilateral 
Commission; President@whitehouse.gov; Lars Trupe 

Subject: SPIT-FIRE - Chinese become black 

 

Devin, 

 
You should think carefully about the clever things you write, all the while saying as 

well that that you are going to do “this, that and the other” and failing each time, 

while someone such as Adam L. Tucker who every so often gets “blown off the 

tracks”, manages to come back with stuff like the following: 
 

Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2008 8:59 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject:  
 

Joseph Wilson, was a career diplomat from 1976 until 1998, specializing in Africa. His wife, 

Valerie Plume was a secret CIA operative outed by Bush administration. Scooter Libby was 

convicted and Bush commutes his prison sentence. 

 

I was thinking that the CIA “protection” of GW Bush, his daughters, and his wife could be 

offering the same type of “protection” that the US military offers the 130 out of 190 countries that 

have US military occupation. The CIA is notorious for acting in the best interest of US 

corporations even engaging in industrial espionage. Would the suspension of trade limit the 

ability of the top echelon of corporate executives from stealing more as the market collapses? 

 

Not to mention Scooter Libby represented Marc “Trading with the enemy Iran-Iraq” 

Rich who got that most bizarre De Beers-Rhodes President Bill Clinton Presidential 

Pardon at the 11th hour, and then a month later on February 18th, 2001 De Beers-

Soviet-FBI senior counterintelligence spy Hanssen was arrested at Foxstone Park 

near his home in Vienna, Virginia, charged with selling American secrets to Moscow 
for more than $1.4 million in cash and diamonds over a 22-year period. On July 6, 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dstandard-howtocook.pdf


2001, he pled guilty to 15 counts of espionage in federal court. He was 

subsequently sentenced to life in prison without parole, and his family continues to 

receive his FBI pension. 
 

To mention little of nothing American-Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard who was caught 

on Hanssen, Sec. James A. Baker III and “Our man Roger” aka Roger W. 

Robinson’s “watch”, remains in prison, in solitary confinement, for being so 

extraordinarily dumb to try and share US Naval intelligence with the State of Israel 
who already had the intelligence.  

 

To mention in passing the State of Israel has a very clear track record of not 

rewarding stupidity. 

 

Of course you are not the only person in the world aware that on January 15th, 
1948, the day the British signed a treaty with Iraq, Ernest Bevin reached a secret 

agreement with the Iraqi leaders whereby the British agreed to speed up the supply 

of weapons and ammunition for 50,000 "Palestinian policemen." Of course, these 

"policemen" were Palestinian Arab fighters the British armed to defeat the "Zionist 

entity" before it could become a reality. He also agreed that Iraqi forces would 
enter every area evacuated by British troops in Palestine so that a Jewish state 

would not be formed. He encouraged Trans-Jordan to invade Palestine, which it 

would do under the command of British officers. 

 

http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53280 
 

You may have forgotten, however, that Israel’s brutal first war of survival, more 

commonly known as the War of Independence first began in November 1947, 

around the time the one son of pogrom orphaned Nechie Badash, my granddad Al 

Ash of Hasholom arrived with his small immediate family in Cape Town, South 

Africa where my extraordinarily cash rich grandfather first stayed at the 5 Star 
Mount Nelson Hotel. 

 

On May 14th, 1948, the official start of the War of Independance when David Ben 

Gurion, an extraordinarily close confidante of my great maternal grandmother who 

came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as Ben Gurion, the 
head of the Haganah Jewish Underground movement headquartered in Jerusalem, 

Israel, gave the name “Israel” to the newly formed and fledging Jewish Homeland-

State, those members of the very deep underground Jewish Underground hot on 

the trails of the American Nazis who financed and profiteered handsomely not only 

from the financing of the World Oil War II but the wholesale murder of some 6 
million of the best of the best Jewish people who had survived the pogroms of 

eastern Europe that in fact have never ended, and who were now fully immersed in 

communities spread throughout South Africa where the United States of America’s 

3rd Reich’s Southern Division had begun to take root, and the most important 

operatives making their way ever so patiently to the deep water port of Durban, 
South Africa where they had the most extraordinary ally in the form of my paternal 

grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser who besides for personally owning priceless 

harbor-beach properties in Haifa Harbor, Israel also owned the control block of 

http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53280


shares in hugely successful international trading conglomerate, The Moshal 

Gevisser Group of Companies whose main warehouses bordered the port of Durban 

with trains “coming and going” constantly. 
 

You are not the only educated person in the world who has a lot of comments to 

make on totally irrelevant and immaterial subjects and yet you cannot for good 

reason mostly get out of your head those 50 Spitfires you first heard about in Boris 

Senior’s autobiography, NEW HEAVENS, subtitle My Life as a Fighter Pilot that only 
got published after his death in April 2004, less than a handful of months before my 

Royal Mater-Mother, Zena Rosland Badash-Ash, the only child of my assassinated 

grandfather Al Badash-Ash, and I had our last conversation when Zena warned me, 

“Are you not concerned for your life!!” that had me speeding things up a little 

resulting in that 272 word email, “Remember me?” that I sent on to De Beers and 

Co. on November 11th, 2004, breaking a 24-year deafening silence. 
 

So let’s have everyone who thinks I am a “big mouth” come forward now or forever 

hold their piece. 

 

Where do you think 50 British made Spitfires are built? 
 

How difficult do you think it would be for the British-American Governments, in 

command and control of the Republic of South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest 

mineral resources, to lose count of such an extraordinary large number of the 

world’s best fighter aircraft that just happened to be in the most perfect condition; 
all that would have been needed was to have them fueled up and they could have 

been flown in to Israel over the most friendly skies given how painstaking, 

methodical and patient the very deep underground Jewish Underground had been in 

preparing for this final onslaught, to complete Hitler’s Final Solution? 

 

The fact that the Jewish Underground in South Africa had managed to rig the 
auction that allowed Boris Senior, a secret member of the Irgun Jewish 

Underground movement to purchase such a weapons purchase of all time, for the 

sum total of 300 English Pounds Sterling which would have meant that my 

granddad Al Badash-Ash would have had to fork out approximately 0.03 percent of 

the cash he arrived with in South Africa that he “carried in his back pocket”, was 
not only impressive but it of course attracted far too much attention, and why they 

were left behind. 

 

Not to mention my immediate family’s close personal friend, prior to his assignment 

from Ben Gurion to secure fighter aircraft and fighter-bomber-pilots like my very 
skilled and experienced father, Bernie Gevisser, in South Africa, was flying Irgun 

assasins, out of France and mostly in to England to assassinate British-American 

military officers. 

 

So of course since everyone in this “just, me, me, me” as in “mine, mine, mine” 
money world wants to see how they can make a quick buck out of all this, even 

now some 6 decades later, the question of course is what happened to those 

Spitfires that were left behind in the most perfect condition? 

http://www.just3ants.com/punbb/viewtopic.php?pid=148#p148


 

Would you believe for just a moment that such valuable metals, instrumentation, 

not to forget the balsa wood wings, would be left behind by the shrewdest Jewish 
traders in the world, allowing them to rot and rust? 

 

Boris Senior doesn’t get in the knitty gritty of all this in NEW HEAVENS and nor 

does he forget to explain that he considered this “mistake” of his to leave these 50 

Spitfires, again purchased for 6 English Pounds Sterling apiece, the worst decision 
of his life. 

 

BTW did you know that as of 10:19 AM yesterday we had some 1010 unique 

visitors for the month of June visiting www.just3ants.com, and you know that we 

don’t currently have that many people who feel comfortable wearing our t-shirt, “I 

don’t lie, steal or cheat” coming back repeatedly given how there aren’t that many 
people comfortable in lying knowing that if they were to wear such a t-shirt out in 

public it is increasingly likely someone aware of just3ants.com would put them to 

the test. 

 

So how many unique visitors do you get each month at your website? 
 

Adam is limited to a very small network of people that he happens to meet over the 

internet having chosen very carefully to rid himself of his very corrupt family, 

something which you are not alone in choosing very poorly not to do, which 

explains your continued most atrocious obfuscation that is not lost for a moment on 
me, Adam and of course all those who count including God/G-d which of course if 

you believe in you wouldn’t think yourself so “smart”. 

 

You, like Adam and even others more sensitized than him, keep forgetting that I 

don’t “believe” in the one and only Supernatural Force who could only have been 

the one responsible for creating the most precise language of mathematics that 
Einstein used to explain his “Mind of God” equation which reads in reverse, “2 c 

mE” which most people seem to “get”, even those who don’t understand that such 

a alpha-numeric equation also “goes a long way” in explaining in a short, clear 

sentence, the much sought after “Hand of God” without changing a single letter in 

this most beyond belief precise equation that explains the workings of the cosmos, 
and which has been proven time and again by one direct experiment after the next, 

simply looking at E=mc² the way one would read the next oldest and most precise 

language of Hebrew, from right to left. 

 

We all know, at least those of us who think it important to follow along the same 
path travelled by Einstein who wasn’t exactly stupid, that c, the speed of light is not 

a “constant” outside of the perfect vacuum of deep space where no sound as we 

know it travels, no different to the perfect vacuum that exists between the ears of 

all those too busy keeping track of their lies, the short-circuits interfering 

repeatedly with their ability to logically thought process. 
 

The speed of light, as Einstein always maintained, simply has a maximum speed of 

300,000 kilometers per second, again in perfect vacuum, just like a vacuum tube, 

http://www.just3ants.com/


the same as a light bulb, where the speed of light is again a constant, but for those 

of us who have pulled out all stops to protect the god-given non-vacuum of space 

hidden so very carefully in the area between our ears that allows sound to travel  - 
remember the phrase, “deafening silence speaks volumes” – it is as easy as pie to 

see with m, mass being transformed “back and forth” – for every action there is an 

equal and opposite reaction, nothing is gained nor is it lost – we have “light-

information-knowledge” going “up and down” much like a dimmer switch creating 

E, energy, which provides a constant back-forth-flow of new growth, Evolution. 
 

I am not alone in being able to combine all this Knowledge-Information-Light with 

more advanced mathematics and physics pulling together both the Doppler and Red 

Shift Effect, but one would think that at a minimum we would be able to find one 

cleric in any of the world’s major religions willing to debate me on the subject, “God 

does NOT exist”. 
 

But of course you wouldn’t be able to find a single individual sucking the poorly 

informed masses dry or for that matter a member of academia, the new corrupt 

church, for the simple reason not one of them is intelligent to argue the truth that 

“God does exist”, and it takes a great deal of intelligence to prove such a “finding” 
each and every moment, beginning with the fact that nothing short of an “Act of 

God” is responsible for either the world not having already blown up or the United 

States of America already embroiled in the most bloody of bloodiest civil wars with 

each and every one of us Americans knowing perfectly well there isn’t a single 

country in the world who would come to our rescue. 
 

Not to mention the great difficulty us so extraordinarily few intelligent people have 

with calling this Supernatural Force, “God”, that I tell you without the slightest 

degree of “religious fanaticism” that I “know” this Supernatural Force as well as if 

not better than I know any human being, any blade of grass, any animal whether a 

pet or a member of the “wild life” and yet you know also that I am far from 
“stupid”, that I have a better command of “numbers” than anyone you know 

currently living; that I can also without a shred of arrogance also explain everything 

that is happening in the capital and financial markets better than anyone on the 

planet and at the same time explain why it is that I am so entrusted by both Israeli 

Military Intelligence as well as the most brutal and wired Mossad who like me have 
again zero tolerance for any religious fanaticism beginning with those disgusting 

Hasidic-ultra orthodox-Jewish Black Hatters, with that most ingenious Military 

Report of all time that spells out in one CLEAR, SHORT sentence that people such 

yourself and your very corrupt lawyer-liar father, Kenneth Standard Esq. a Black 

African American, just like you, and the immediate past president of the brutally 
repressive New York State Bar Association, are “corrupt to the core”. 

 

Have a nice day! 

 

Ps – Do me a favor and check to see that Adam has transcribed accurately my 
mother’s record, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN on the just3ants.com 

network that the Chinese authorities may have decided to “spotlight” by placing it 

on the “banned list”. Click hyperlink below: 



 

http://www.just3ants.com/dev/who/zenagevisser/index.php 

 
Ps II – Try explaining to me with your excellent command of the “sly English” 

language why you would have difficulty not simply in getting a so very easy to get 

meeting with President George W. Bush given all your “credentials” but in 

explaining the “bullet proof” military plan to bring about world peace in less than 24 

hours, which I have already shared with both Israeli Military Intelligence and the 
Mossad who should be smart enough to first see what someone such as you can 

achieve before having someone like Ami Ayalon who President Bush may have 

already met, call up our very smart, athletic and most fit Commander In Chief on 

the phone and deliver the very same message as you in perfect English. 

 

The difference is that not only does someone like you have plenty of time on your 
hands but you have nothing to lose given how again both Israeli Military 

Intelligence and the Mossad have better things to do including fine tuning this most 

“bulletproof”, “watertight” military plan, that again only the smartest minds in the 

world all also understand perfectly well why it is that the mind, all chemistry, that 

translates back in to the science, into math is the first and most powerful indicator 
of the Supernatural. 

 

Besides IMI and the Mossad have already expressed themselves in one CLEAR, 

SHORT sentence what they think of the corrupt United States Government’s pivotal 

role in each and every conflict throughout the world including every terrorist act of 
the House of Saud-Al Quaida, that with each tick of the clock following the vetting 

by again both IMI and the Mossad increasingly spells out doom for the out-of-

control military-industrial-complex of the very heavily corrupt 3 Branches of the 

United States Government, who don’t in any way, shape or form represent the 

mostly good, hard working peoples of the United States of America and have the 

blood on their hands of all the world’s genocides following both the American led 8 
Allied nations invasion of China in 1900 and the American financing of the Anglo 

Boer War of 1899-1902 where the victors, the British-Americans used the gold and 

diamonds stolen to finance both the American led 8 Allied nations invasion of China 

in 1900 and the American financing of the Anglo Boer-Farmer War of 1899-1902 

where Boer Commander, Jan Smuts, who pioneered guerrilla warfare, was 
immediately prior, the right hand person of De Beers founder Cecil Rhodes who 

called in his financiers, the same American bankers, J.P. Morgan and Co. who 

financed the American led 8 Allied nations invasion of China to finance his Anglo 

Farmer-Boer War, and immediately following to keep financing the same De Beers 

American Bankers ad-infinitum. 
 

You have been following ever so closely the “discourse” I have been having over 

the years with all those who have allowed, only because they have been co-opted-

corrupted, their formal education to interfere with their learning, including most 

recently my “back and forth” with this intellectual midget Professor of Economics 
from Stanford University, Geoffrey Rothwell. 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-bog.pdf 

http://www.just3ants.com/dev/who/zenagevisser/index.php
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-bog.pdf


 

Please do me two last favors; first, tell me what you think of Richard Cummings 

Playboy article, LOCKHEED STOCK AND TWO SMOKED BARRELS; and second, only 
contact me again once your body fat percentage is below 8% and it has been 

verified by President George W. Bush in the Oval Office. 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rcummings-journey.htm.pdf 

 
Ps III – Jonathan who will be 16 in September called Marie and I up on the phone 

last night when he was visiting his Jewish South African friends who are leaving 

next week to return to South Africa for the summer holidays, and let us know that 

he was interested in joining a kibbutz in Israel after finishing high school here in the 

States and when I said, “Why not go in your final year, and maybe we will join 

you?”, he said, “Yeah, that would be cool” and when he came back to the cliff house 
a little later, and Marie and I were close to falling asleep, he commented, “I am 

seriously thinking about this kibbutz thing.”  

 

[Word count 3042] 

 
_________________________________________ 
From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2008 9:04 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Re: Chinese become black 

 
As soon as we get the Jews included, it will be awesome. 
Imagine the collective ability of several billion Jewish Black Chinese people. 
Devin 
  
Devin S. Standard 
Global Marketing & Business Development 
(413) 426-5589 
WWW.Devinstandard.com 
 

http://www.playboy.com/magazine/features/lockheed/
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rcummings-journey.htm.pdf


----- Original Message ---- 

From: Gary S. Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 

To: Devin Standard <devinstandard@yahoo.com> 

Cc: Mossad <mohr@tehila.gov.il>; editor@shanghaidaily.com; Office of the Israeli Defense 

Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC. <Att-sec@israelemb.org>; "Tony "non-

racial liberal" Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance Party- Republic of South 

Africa" <leader@da.org.za>; Tefo Mohapi <g00g0lpl3x@gmail.com>; 

"President@whitehouse.gov" <president@whitehouse.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 11:16:04 PM 

Subject: RE: Chinese become black 

“If there wasn’t a black problem, there would be a Jewish problem” – Mantra of South African Jewish 
people. 
  
So there is always a Jewish problem? 
  

Peace-Shalom-Paix-和平 

  
 _________________________________ 
From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 9:16 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Re: Chinese become black 
  
I think it is great. Now we are 1 Billion people closer to all the world becoming black! 
Now we just have to figure out how to reclassify the folks from Wiveliscombe... 
We already have the black Irish.... 
There will be fewer reasons for people to kill one another soon. 
Cheers, 
D 

  
Devin S. Standard 
Global Marketing & Business Development 
(413) 426-5589 
WWW.Devinstandard.com 
  

----- Original Message ---- 

From: Gary S. Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 

To: Tefo Mohapi <g00g0lpl3x@gmail.com> 

Cc: editor@shanghaidaily.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention 

<edepstein@worldnet.att.net>; Evelyn Huang - DeBeers <EHaung@debeers.com>; 

editors@jpost.com; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance 

<patti.smith@treasury.gov.za>; "Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, 

executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate" <mgevisser@iafrica.com>; Nicholas 

Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC] <bondst@debeers.com>; Stephen 

Cohen - Codiam Inc. <stephendcn@aol.com>; "Sternshow@howardstern.com" 

<sternshow@howardstern.com>; Oprah <Membership@oprah.com>; oreilly@foxnews.com; 

Rush Limbaugh <rush@eibnet.com>; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa 

<louis@po.gov.za>; TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report 

http://www.devinstandard.com/


<sherri@diamonds.net> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 8:26:45 PM 

Subject: FW: Chinese become black 

What do you think? 
  
__________________________________ 
From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 6:56 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Chinese become black 
  

S Africa Chinese 'become 
black'  

The High Court in South Africa has ruled that Chinese South Africans are to 
be reclassified as black people.  

It made the order so that ethnic Chinese can benefit from government policies 
aimed at ending white domination in the private sector.  

The Chinese Association of South Africa took the government to court, saying its 
members had been discriminated against.  

An estimated 200,000 ethnic Chinese live in South Africa.  

The association said their members often failed to qualify for business contracts 
and job promotions because they were regarded as whites.  

The association said Chinese South Africans had faced widespread discrimination 
during the years of apartheid when they had been classified as people of mixed 
race.  

The BBC's Mpho Lakaje in Johannesburg says the Broad-Based Economic Empowerment and the Employment Equity Acts were 
designed to eradicate the legacy of apartheid which left many black people impoverished.  

The laws give people classed as blacks, Indians and coloureds (mixed-race) employment and other economic benefits over other 
racial groups.  

The Black Economic Employment concept was initiated by the governing ANC to help previously disadvantaged individuals - to start 
their own businesses or become part of existing companies - thus redressing the country's historic inequalities.  

Whites still on top  

Our correspondent says the ruling provides clarity for corporations in South Africa on the rights of their Chinese staff - who were 
declared "coloured" under apartheid but are generally regarded as white today.  

An example cited in court papers includes an oil company that disqualified Chinese citizens from getting a slice of its biggest 
empowerment transaction to date.  

The company says the group is not catered for in the Black Economic Empowerment codes.  

Another example includes a Chinese national who was refused an opportunity to buy shares from the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange two years ago.  

None of the three government departments cited as respondents in the court case opposed the application.  

A study released last month revealed that white South Africans still earn around 450% more than their black counterparts, 14 years 
after the end of apartheid.  
  
Devin S. Standard 
Global Marketing & Business Development 
(413) 426-5589 

  

 
Chinese activists say they also 

fought against apartheid 



----- Original Message ---- 

From: Gary S. Gevisser  

To: Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com> 

Cc: REST; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; President@whitehouse.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 6:17:03 PM 

Subject: RE: Would you like to buy a t-shirt and help sponsor the fight against De 

Beers Anglo American? 

  
Just a few minutes ago I finished …. 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-tzehui.pdf

